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-  Ergonomic design , makes the whole process easier and enjoyable
-  Back and leg section adjustable by manual switch
-  The appearance, which is made of high-strength fiber material and 
poly-layer paint, is durable and easy to clean
-  High-quality medical polyurethane foam molding
-  Anti-static and anti-fouling properties
-  Mounted on four rubber feet

FEATURES

YA-DS-M06 is a medical chair with ergonomic design, 
mainly used for blood donor and infusion. Mechanically 
controlled back and leg adjustments enable users to be in 
a comfortable state for blood donation or infusion with 
molded cushion. Furthermore, the chair can be quickly 
flattened.

DESCRIPTION

Overall size

Back rest adjustable

Leg rest adjustable

Armrest swing out

Armrest height adjustable

Loading capacity

1650*560*500 mm

0°-70°

0-60°

0-45°

100 mm

180kg

STANDARD
SPECIFICATION



The handles on the left side control 
the angle of back and foot section , 
Toggle the handle to control the 
back and leg section to a 
comfortable angle for user.

The armrests of the chair can be 
adjusted in height and swing out 
through the knob.

Back/foot section adjust Armrest

Modular foaming high-density 
mattress and medical leather 
makes people more comfortable, 
easy for hygiene.

The overall frame is made of solid 
sprayed epoxy coating, and the 
package can knock down to save 
space when packing.

Leather and mattress

Frame
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ABOUT US

YOU TUBE MEDIK

Zhangjiagang Medi Medical Equipment Co.,ltd, founded in 1995, with more than 20 years experience in 

developing hospital furniture, is one of the largest manufacturer of hospital bed, patient stretcher, medical cart 

and other related hospital furniture in China or even Asia.

Through scienti�c management complying with ISO9001&ISO13485, by adopting advanced facility like Germany 

TRUMPF CNC, Japan OTC Robot Welding, Auto-power coating line with Swiss GEMA gun , Medi focuses on 

providing brand quality product with CE approval.

Headquartered in Zhangjiagang nearby Shanghai, with subsidiary oversea o�ces in Hungary, Dubai, Thailand, 

New Zealand, Kenya, Colombia, Medi acting professionally and swiftly for both pre-sales and after-sales.The 

products are widely accepted by global clients, such as UK RIE hospital, UNIVERZITETNI KLINICNI CENTER, 

Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Singapore National University Hospital etc.
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